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Unit 12
True/False
Indicate whether the statement is true or false.
____

1. Today’s camcorders come in two basic sizes: compact and pocket-sized.

____

2. The ratio of the width of a picture to its height is called standard ratio.

____

3. A video recorded or broadcast as a series of alternating lines is called interlaced.

____

4. CMOS sensors are larger and tend to draw less power than CCD sensors, and they are being used with
greater frequency on HD cameras.

____

5. Hard drives are more delicate than other media in a camcorder.

____

6. The Zoom allows the user to hold the camcorder at different angles to the action while still seeing what
is being shot.

____

7. The movement of a video camera angle up or down is known as zooming.

____

8. Transitions are used when you move from one scene to another.

____

9. Recording audio and video at the same makes synchronization easier.

____ 10. Posting to the Web or otherwise distributing a video with music is in violation of copyright laws.
____ 11. A USB 2.0 is used to share videos and is known as the fastest connection possible.
____ 12. You should save each editing stage as a slightly different version.
Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.
____

1. A __________ camcorder typically records images with a resolution in the range of 720 x 480 pixels.
a. SV
c. SD
b. DVR
d. HD

____

2. A ___________ camcorder records an image at a minimum of 1280 x 720 pixels.
a. SV
c. SD
b. DVR
d. HD

____

3. The two bands at the top and bottom that are present in traditional TV are replaced with black bars when
a widescreen image is played on a standard monitor. This is called ______________.
a. SD manipulation
c. progressive
b. letterboxing
d. interlaced
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4. Video transfer speed is known as ______.
a. bitrate
b. byte
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c.
d.

compression
sensoring

____

5. ______ zoom focuses on a smaller area but enlarges the pixels.
a. Optical
c. Image
b. Digital
d. Progression

____

6. A camcorders’ ability to take high-quality video in low light is indicated by its __________.
a. bitrate
c. progression
b. aspect ratio
d. lux rating

____

7. Shooting without a plan will leave with a video that lacks __________.
a. consistency
c. creativity
b. focus
d. design

____

8. The ________ lets you determine in advance where and when the action will be.
a. storyboard
c. script
b. editor
d. aspect ratio

____

9. The _______ transfers the action of a video.
a. storyboard
c.
b. editor
d.

script
aspect ratio

____ 10. A software notation of a change in a frame is known as a
a. frame rate
c. time code
b. keyframe
d. take
____ 11. The conversion of video to a format that can be used with various viewers is called
a. rendering
c. NTSC
b. exporting
d. bitrating
____ 12. All of the following are common file formats for video EXCEPT ______.
a. MOV
c. AVI
b. SDL
d. WMV
Short Answer
1. Explain why it is a good idea to purchase a camcorder that has an external microphone jack.
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